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THE CHANGING FACE OF THE LATIN STUDENT: 
JACKSON GOES TO LATIN 

 
Meg McPherson 

 
There have been times as a teacher when I have felt quite lucky. But the quaintest thrill 

ever was one day spotting very low down on the whiteboard, a brief, wonky message which 
read:    

                                        
 
             I thought. I had seen ‘Latin’ spelled many ways over the years, but never with a back 
to front ‘L’. 

I glanced down into Jackson’s beaming face (double dimples and dancing eyes) and said, 
‘How did you do that, Jackson?’ 

He casually replied, ‘Oh I just remembered, I copied what my class-teacher wrote. She 
always puts the message on the board on Tuesdays. Otherwise she forgets to bring me over 
for Latin Class.’ 

I could not stop laughing—Jackson was just 5 years old! 
I had recently begun a job where six children ranging in age from Year 6 down to Jackson 

in Prep. were studying Latin as an After-School-Activity. 
A challenge? Yes: A challenge worth seizing by the horns. 
The older children’s work was prepared by computer; but for Jackson and for another 

student in Year 1, I hand-wrote in large skeleton-writing very short Latin sentences or words 
that would interest them. They eagerly joined up the dots; and little by little with the help of 
numerous pictures, learned to read these Latin words and many more as well. Latin has fewer 
sound blends and consonant clusters than English; so is actually easier to tackle phonetically.                                                  

By using 4-colour biros, we could colour-code the varied word endings. Their work was 
satisfying and looked very pretty!     

These children seemed to value their efforts and just thrive on Latin which made teaching 
an exciting adventure. Tuesday was soon my favourite day and maybe theirs as well. Before I 
knew it, we had two afternoon-groups going, then four. And now, five groups. 

Every December, the VCAA publishes high scoring Victorian Year 12 results. Each year, 
at least three of the only 30 + students with ENTER scores of 99.95 have done Year 12 Latin.   
This is a quite remarkable statistic given that well over 40,000 students annually complete 
VCE; but fewer than 200 statewide will ever be enrolled in Latin. (That is, less than 0.5% of 
all Year 12 students actually do Latin; yet sometimes 10% or more of the very highest 
achievers include some of those who did). Other Year 12 students taking Latin also generally 
do very well. 

But which is the chicken and which is the egg? Does Latin make a person brighter; or is it 
that students who are already bright are drawn to Latin? Probably, it is a bit of both; with 
success slotting neatly in where talent has coincided with opportunity. 

The program in the Primary & Junior Primary School has shown up something interesting: 
it seems that if given a chance, many young children are fascinated in, and quite good at the 
mechanics of elementary Latin Grammar, regardless of academic ability. In the five years that 
the program has run, we have lost few students, yet gained heaps. 
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From a young age, children are able to fill in coloured endings, and seem to have an innate 
desire to want to do so. Little effort is involved in them understanding that there are three 
groups of Latin nouns: a Blue Group (i.e. nouns ending in the blue capital letters ‘US’); a Red 
Group (i.e. nouns ending in a red capital ‘A’); and a Green Group (i.e. nouns ending in the 
green capital letters ‘UM’. All other nouns which don’t have these endings (i.e. those of the 
traditional 3rd, 4th and 5th declensions) are given a dot of the relevant colour straight under 
the word. Consequently, the agreement with adjectives becomes virtually foolproof, since the 
children can visually grasp which two words would go together. They are therefore seeing 
and practising correct patterns from the outset. 

I have enjoyed dreaming up activities and rhymes for five and six year olds. Possum 
followed by an infinitive is fun with little ones, and they rather like giving each other 
commands. They also like animaliA (green capital A, by the way, for Neuter Plurals!); so 
lessons can range from pond-life and pets through to action in the gladiatorial arena. The first 
written word is generally os, which, depending on the length given to the vowel, can mean 
either ‘mouth’ or ‘bone’. Both ideas have immediate impact; and the short staccato word 
consisting solely of a circle and snakelike shape has visual impact. 

Who knows whether those who start out with os and sundry other body parts will one day 
wend their way into the rigours of VCE and tomes of Virgil. Here’s hoping they do; but if not, 
there’s no disappointment. A journey is meant to be as important as its end; and with Latin, 
this is certainly the case (pun intended). Whenever a spark of understanding lights up a child’s 
eye, the warm buzz of pleasure is instantly shared. They feel happiness counting with zest on 
an abacus or confidently rattling off the 12 Latin Signs of the Zodiac. 

As for ‘Nullarbor’: well, would your (grown up) neighbour know that this is Latin (and 
NOT an indigenous dialect) for ‘Not any tree’? 

I like              people, and am happy to see that             people like            . 
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